Titanium Security Australia’s Licensed Technicians are experienced in all facets of electronic security installation, maintenance and repairs. The company’s Alarm Technicians endeavour to eliminate the confusion that can arise from the technicality of the different types of electronic security systems available by working directly with clients to determine their specific security requirements and tailor an electronic security solution that is affordable and effective.

The company’s Alarm Technicians have been responsible for some of the most extensive security systems work undertaken in South Australia at some of the state’s high profile sites, placing them at the forefront of the industry. This industry leading knowledge of the world's latest and best security technology is one of the key factors that sets Titanium Security Australia's Electronics Division apart from industry competitors.

“We provide ongoing technical support as part of our service.”

Why choose our alarm systems & CCTV services:

- Free ‘security gap’ report
- Extensive range of electronic security solutions
- Ongoing technical support
- Affordable pricing
- 24 hour call outs
- ISO 9001 quality assured
Streamline YOUR SERVICES

we can also provide:

- Security guards
- Corporate security
- Concierge security
- Event security
- Cash Transit
- Banking services
- Loss prevention
- Alarm monitoring
- Patrols & alarm response

Titanium Security Australia’s Licensed Technicians work closely with clients to ensure all aspects of planning, installation and monitoring of their new electronic security system are explained clearly. This personal approach means that the electronic security system is specifically designed to fit each individual customer, ensuring the very best protection, whether it be for a residential or commercial premises. The company’s electronic security systems technology can be integrated into any of our other security solutions, resulting in comprehensive, end to end security protection.